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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
 The TAPEER algorithm provides one degree/one day accumulated rainfall estimates and their 
associated sampling errors (Roca et al. 2010). The calculation of these errors, requires the estimate 
of characterisitic space and time decorellation lengths. Those quantities are computed as the e-folding 
distances of an exponential model that fits the spacial and temporal 10 day-averaged variograms 
(Lebel 1987, Chambon et al 2012). TAPEER rain/no rain indicator fields are used in order to avoid 
the effect of nearby field values noise in the determination of the variogram sills (Carr et al 1985). 
 
This document details the approaches used to estimates the elementary variograms before performing 
any averaging over 10 days. The direct space method for spatial variogram estimation is presented as 
well as its potential limitations. A faster method based on Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is then 
described and discussed. 

2. DIRECT SPACE CALCULATION  
 
2.1. Variograms 
  

The variogram is defined as the variance of the difference between 2 field values :  に紘岫月屎王岻 噺 Var岷撃岫捲王岻 伐 撃岫捲王 髪 月屎王岻峅 
The empirical semi-variograms are therefore computed as :  紘岫月屎王岻 噺 なに軽盤月屎王匪 布岫撃岫捲王岻 伐 撃岫捲王 髪 月屎王岻岻態掴樺凋  

As described in Chambon et al. (2012a), using an isotropy hypothesis the semi-variograms only 
depends on the inter-distance h. The square of the differences between all pairs of the indicator field 
(IF) are computed to obtain the empirical space variogram (figure 1 and equation (1)) : 

(1) 紘岫月岻 噺 怠態朝岫朕岻 デ 岷荊繋岫捲怠屎屎屎王岻 伐 荊繋岫捲態屎屎屎屎王岻峅態朝岫朕岻沈退怠  

where N is the number of pairs separated by a lag h. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1 : Interdistance between a pair of two samples. 
 
 



2.2. Limitations 
 
 It has been shown that edge effect can affect variogram calculations (Xu and Dowd, 2012). 
Using variogram calculation on simulated fields, they emphasized that the edge effect is negligible 
when the correlation distance a, defined as the lag at which the variogram plateau appears, is much 
smaller than the dimension L of the simulation. For a/L>0.3 noticeable effects are seen on the 
variograms, making their representation inacurate. Variograms are robust to the field size when  
a/L<0.2. With e-folding distances of the order of 50 km in West Africa, i.e. 95 % of the plateau value 
reached at 150 km, a 5°x5° window (approximately 500km) is close to the limit, the calculation will 
only be safe if the rain structure is at the center of the field and not close to its border. 
 
 The variograms computed on stationary fields (mean and variance do not vary significantly 
in space) satisfy the equation: 

(2) 紘岫月屎王岻 噺 岫cov岫撃岻岻岫ど岻 伐 岫cov岫撃岻岻岫月屎王岻 噺 購態 伐 岫cov岫撃岻岻岫月屎王岻  
 

and therefore present a plateau. Most of the time, geostatistical fields are not stationary and therefore 
their variogram consist of the variogram stochastic component with the plateau and a deterministic 
trend (Ali, Lebel and Amani, 2002). Consequently, the variograms computed in direct space with 
equation (2) can present a trend at large scales. 
 
 

3. VARIOGRAMS IN SPECTRAL SPACE  
 
3.1. Rationale 
 
 For stationary fields, the semi-variogram function can be expressed as a function of the 
covariance of the field V as in equation (2). The covariance of the field can be written as follows, 
corresponding to a convolution product on the field V: 

(3) 系岫月掴┸ 月槻岻 噺 岫cov岫撃岻岻岫月掴┸ 月槻岻 噺 完 完 撃岫捲┸ 検岻撃岫捲 髪 月掴 ┸ 検 髪 月槻岻挑熱待 dxdy挑猫待  
 
A Fourier Transform on the covariance gives (4), a Fourier Transform of V and an inverse Fourier 
transform on the product in (4) should give consistent results as computing variograms in the physical 
space. 

(4) FT岷系峅 噺 FT岷撃峅茅┻FT岷撃峅 
The bi-Fourier transform pair is:  

(5) 懸�n 噺 怠挑猫 怠挑熱 ┻ 完 完 撃岫月屎王岻exp 釆伐に講件 磐�x挑猫 髪 ny挑熱卑挽挑熱待挑猫待 dxdy 

(6) 撃岫捲王岻 噺 完 完 懸�nexp 釆に講件 磐�x挑猫 髪 ny挑熱卑挽袋朝貸朝袋暢貸暢 d�dn 

Equation (3) can be rewritten with the bi-Fourier coefficients:  

(7) 岫cov岫撃岻岻岫月屎王岻 噺 完 完 完 完 懸�n懸陳嫗津嫗exp 釆に講件 磐�x挑猫 髪 ny挑熱卑挽袋朝貸朝袋暢貸暢 exp 釆に講件 磐兼旺 掴袋朕猫挑猫 髪袋朝貸朝袋暢貸暢 券旺 槻袋朕熱挑熱 卑挽 d�dnd�旺dn旺 
The homogeneity assumption (dependence on the separation vector 月屎王 only) means that the spectral 
covariance 懸�n懸陳嫗津嫗=懸�n懸貸陳嫗貸津嫗 must be null unless 岫兼┸ 券岻 and岫伐兼嫗┸ 伐券嫗岻 are equal (Berre, 2000). 
Hence:  

(8)  岫cov岫撃岻岻岫月屎王岻 噺 完 完 懸�n懸�nexp 釆に講件 磐兼 朕猫挑猫 髪 券 朕熱挑熱卑挽袋朝貸朝袋暢貸暢 d�dn 

A change of variable of the bi-Fourier transform can be performed into polar coordinates:  



(9) 岫cov岫惨岻岻岫酸屎屎王岻 噺 鯖姉鯖姿 完 完 弁士岫暫屎屎王岻弁匝exp 峙匝慈餐 暫酸拶 cos岫暫屎屎王┸ 酸屎屎王岻峩匝慈宋 暫皐宋 dk纂飼 

With  倦屎王 噺 岫陳挑猫 ┸ 津挑熱岻,  倦 噺 謬岫陳挑猫岻態 髪 岫 津挑熱岻態 and  肯 噺 tan貸怠岫 津挑熱 陳挑猫斑 岻 
 

The isotropy assumption (dependence on 舗月屎王舗only) leads to 弁懸岫倦屎王岻弁態 噺 】懸岫倦岻】態and a separation of the 
integral over 肯 

(10) 岫cov岫惨岻岻岫酸岻 噺 鯖姉鯖姿拶匝 完 】士岫暫岻】匝暫 岾完 exp 峙匝慈餐 暫酸拶 cos岫暫┸ 酸岻峩匝慈宋 纂飼峇皐宋 dk 

The integral over 肯 correspond to a zero-order Bessel function of the first kind, leading to Equation 
(11) for the expression of the homogeneous, isotropic covariance: 

(11) 岫cov岫撃岻岻岫月岻 噺 態訂挑猫挑熱帖鉄 完 】懸岫倦岻】態蛍潮 岾髪に講倦 朕帖峇 倦懲待 dk 

 
 
3.2. Implementation  
 
 The 】懸岫倦岻】 coefficients are calculated using the isotropy assumption by averaging the Bi-
Fourier coefficients obtained after Fast Fourier Transform of the rain/no rain indicator field. As 
presented in the following example, this isotropy assumption on the Bi-Fourier spectrum results in a 
smoothing of the latter (figure 3). 
 

 
Fig.2 : left : base 10 logarithm of the Bi-Fourier spectrum resulting from the FFT computation on 

the indicator field. right : Bi-Fourier spectrum smoothed after isotropy assumption. 
 
 
The integral over 倦in Equation (11) is computed using the trapezoidal rule. Depending on the value 
of 舗月屎王舗, the zero-order Bessel function is characterized by rapid oscillations as function of 倦 making 

the calculation sensitive to the discretization. Figure 4 represents three Bessel functions for 舗月屎王舗 噺ど┻のin black, 舗月屎王舗 噺 ぱ┻のin red and 舗月屎王舗 噺 ばひ┻の in blue (舗月屎王舗values represents the separation between 
pixels). The frequencies at which the FFT coefficients are computed ensure enough sample of the 
Bessel function oscillations. 
 



 
Fig.4 :  Three Bessel J0 functions  

 
The space variogram in each 5°x5° region is then obtain from the covariance and equation (2). The 
variograms obtained with the two methods are presented on figure 5 for the case of a field on which 
the direct method does not suffer from edge or trend effects. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5 :  Rain/ no rain field and the associated direct space (blue) and spectral space (red) variograms 
 
3.3. Limitations 
 
 The FFT method does only presents the stochastic part of the variograms and therefore does 
not contain the 'trend' problem. The FFT method is also not sensitive to the position of the rainy 
structure within the field. Nevertheless the FFT method can still be affected by the edge effect if the 
5°x5° field is not large enough compared to the characteristic size of the rainy structures. Detailed 
comparison of FFT and direct space estimations are discussed in further details in the ATBD 
document (Taburet et al. 2016).  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 The spectral method presents the advantage to provide variograms that do not depend on the 
situation of the rainy structure in the 5°x5° field. Those variograms also present the advantage of 
filtering the nugget as well as the long distance trend and providing empirical variograms with a 
plateau that are more adapted to be fitted with an exponential model that is used to obtain the 
characteristic size of rainy structures. 
 In term of CPU time, the spectral method divides that of the direct space method by a factor 
of 3. Since spatial variograms computation in the direct space over a decade requires approximately 
10 hours of CPU time, the spectral method represents a significant improvement. 
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